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By Gee Joyner

AUTHORHOUSE, United States, 2007. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Including three works of diverse artistry,
Joyner dissects the American social conscious pertaining to race, gender, and sexual orientation in
a way that is palpable to audiences from all walks of life. In Pipers Gap, a story of role reversal, the
reader is shown what a quaint American town would be like if White people were the subordinate
minority and Black Americans were the embodiment of all the finer attributes of humankind. Thus,
Blacks are depicted as the dominant culture in this tale of power, prejudice, and ethinic self-
preservation. Black GI Got Tail is a correspondence piece that details an African American soldier s
trials and tribulations, as well as culture shock, while defending his country during the Vietnam
War. The text is written in letter-form and uses vivid imagery and language to exhibit the unnamed
soldier s transformation from homesick teen to beleagured killer. Lastly, the title story, Kim; the
Story of John, is a homoerotic tale that encapsulates the ups and downs of heterosexual men s
desires and fantasies come to pass. When good sex goes...
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ReviewsReviews

It in a single of my favorite publication. It really is rally interesting throgh studying period. Your life period will probably be transform once you total
looking at this book.
-- Ja nie Schultz  I--  Ja nie Schultz  I

A really great publication with lucid and perfect reasons. I have read through and i am confident that i am going to gonna read yet again yet again down
the road. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ca de Nola n-- Ca de Nola n
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